
  

 
 

 

Shop Notes 
- Doug 

 
 
Vanity of vanities.  All is vanity…  Ecclesiastes 1:2 
 
You have finally made the decision to build an RV.  The first 
hurdle is to convince the family that spending the next four 
years holed up in the basement toiling on your project is 
worth every penny of your kid’s college fund.  If you were 
like me, your next checkoff item was not which tools to order 
to even what primer to use.  It was reserving the perfect cus-
tom N number that would make that personal amateur-built 
homemade flying machine just that… personal! 
 
Car guys have vanity plates.  Plane guys have specialized super-duper custom registration numbers 
that easily roll off the tongue when calling the tower and have some special personal meaning.  We 
spend hours scouring through the FAA aircraft registration website searching to see if our dream N 
number is available and then gladly pony up the $10 a year to reserve it so no other number hog 
grabs it out from under us.  There is a bit of aviation lore out there that says Nike founder Phil 
Knight paid big bucks plus a new paint job to a Cessna owner that owned Phil’s “had-to-have” N 
number for his Gulfstream.  Yep… look carefully….  you guessed it: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I see very few RVs’ that don’t have a custom number.  Most folks strive for their initials.  My first RV-4 was finished and flying hav-
ing been built my NWA colleague Mike Eesley.  I asked him the significance of N464EM.  He told me 464 stood for April of 1964 
which was the year he began his tour of Viet Nam as a Huey gunship pilot.  His Army call sign was “Easy Mike.” 
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My first “real” flying job was co-pilot on a 1973 
Swearingen Merlin III.  The registration number was 
N22DW which stood for our company, Dayton-Walther 
Corporation.  I thought it was a perfect N number since it 
was my initials and plus it seemed easy to say.  Our com-
pany also owned a 690B Turbo Commander, N33DW.  
In 1978 we bought a brand-new Merlin IIIB with 1000 
hp engines and all the bells and whistles that money 
could buy.  The N number was transferred from the old 
Merlin to the new one.   
 
Fast forward to the 90’s and as I was building my RV-4, 
I thought it would be cool to have some variation of 
“22DW.”  Browsing through the FAA aircraft registry I 
found that N22DW was still registered to that 1978 Mer-
lin IIIB which was now owned by some obscure leasing 
company in New Jersey.  So, I settled for the next best 
thing and searched around the N number file and found 
that N722DW was available.  I paid my ten bucks and 
the RV-4 now had a “name.”  
 
Fast forward again this time to 2005.  The RV-4 was 
happily flying, and I was gainfully employed flying the 
757 for NWA.  One day I was on a layover and as all air-

line pilots do, eagerly opened my hotel room door to grab my complimentary copy of USA Today laying in the hall.  On page one was 
a short piece about an aircraft accident that occurred the day before at Teterborough airport in New Jersey.  And there accompanying 
the article was a picture of the accident airplane: a Merlin IIIB with a very familiar N number!!  The story went on (and later con-
firmed by the NTSB report) that the solo pilot had left Nantucket for the short flight to TEB, encountered some weird engine surging 
issue and as he was flaring out to land, one engine did not throttle back and he lost directional control and plopped down off to the 
side of the runway, took out the gear, and slid to a stop.  Fortunately, he jumped out with minor injuries before the Merlin caught fire.  
It was not hard to conclude that 22DW’s days had come to an inglorious end. 
 
Fast forward again to 2010 as I was putting the finishing 
touches on my RV-7.  When I sold the RV-4, I had kept 
“N722DW”, and the new owner put his own “vanity-reg-
istration” number on it (I suggest you use a vinyl graphic 
N number on your airplane so it can be easily changed).  I 
got to thinking since the Merlin had been written off in 
2005, maybe I could now get “N22DW” for the RV-7.  
Another search of the FAA files showed it was still regis-
tered to the Merlin and to the president of the leasing 
company (who had been the accident pilot).  As a wild 
shot, I wrote him a letter asking if he would relinquish 
that number so I could put it on my RV-7.  Oddly enough, 
he wrote back and said no…  he wanted to keep it for 
whatever reason.  So, I gave up and have been happily 
flying RV-7 N722DW ever since.  I just looked at the 
FAA registry again the other day and he still owns the 
number.  Must be waiting for the resurrection of the Mer-
lin most likely long since scrapped for parts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N22DW number one 

The demise of N22DW number two 
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Is there hope? 
 

-Doug 
 
Has it really been a year since that 
ragged mess of mutant virus cells 
totally upended our lives?  I don’t 
have to remind you that the past 12 
months have been difficult for the 
entire world.  Hopefully your en-
counter with the bad stuff has bene 
manageable but it has been a scary 

time.  I just finished the annual on my RV-7 and the past year 
saw the least amount of flying since I finished it in 2012.  No 
big vacation trip around the country but thankfully we did 
make a half-dozen trips to Sioux Falls to visit family. 
 
Jean and I happily got vaccine #1 last week and are looking 
forward to the booster and some semblance of immunity by 
mid-April.  RV trips are in the planning and hopefully you are 
also looking forward to racking up some RV miles.  The club 
is considering some type of summer gathering so hang in 
there.  Better times are on the horizon and we are all looking 
forward to renewing old friendships and boring each other 
with relentless RV talk!  Stay tuned…. 
 
 

 

Yes,  RV-10s are fast!! 
- Chris French 

 
Ed. Note:  I would venture to say one of the most common 
questions I get from a potential RV builder is, “how long will 
it take me to build it?”  I try and break the news gently…  
“well, these new kits build a LOT faster than the old days, but 
we’re talking a number of years for the average builder.”  So 
it’s remarkable to hear Chris French’s story.  No, this is not 
fake news.  He built his RV-10 in FIVE months!  Yep, you read 
that right.   Chris inventoried his kit on September 21, 2020 
and flew his finished airplane on February 27, 2021.  His 
story… 
 
I'm a 1,000-hour pilot 
and I received my pri-
vate license in 
1996.  Afterwards I 
joined the Savage, 
Minnesota flying club 
at Flying Cloud for 
about a year where 
got my instrument rat-
ing in their Archer be-
fore making the jump to plane ownership buying into my 

instructor (and friend’s) Piper Aztec (this was after getting my 
commercial multi-engine).  In 2004 I started a business (print 
quality equipment) and the lack of income caused me to sell at 
the end of 2005 and led to my taking a break from flying for a 
few years.  I joined the Yankee Flying Club for a couple years 
before another, this time longer, break.  I then joined the Go-
pher Flying club in 2019 to get my flying skills in good shape 
for my RV-10 and now my wife and I plan to a lot of traveling 
to visit family and friends in our new plane.  And I won't be 
selling this one until the FAA pulls my medical.  
 

---- 
 
The build…..   I've been a frequent AirVenture attendee and in 
2015 my daughter and I took the RV building class.  I walked 
away thinking there was no way I wanted to drill, deburr, dim-
ple, and rivet 18,000 times.  Clearly time and excitement of 
the idea of building your own plane has a way of changing 
one's mind!  About three years ago my friend brought up buy-
ing an RV together but at the time I was sailing six months a 
year in Mexico so it wasn't practical.  However, it planted the 
seed and that led me to do some research on different RV 
models.  Ultimately, I liked the ability to haul four people and 
cruise just a little under the speed of my Aztec, plus there were 
so many great aftermarket options to make a nice interior sold 
me on the RV-10   
 
Before starting my build, I spent about a year reading every 
blog I could find from other RV-10 builders, researched all of 
the possible options, suggested modifications/upgrades over 
the standard kit, and doing the initial planning.  It was a lot to 
filter down but ultimately, I figured everything out and last 
March I placed my kit orders and began ordering all the ex-
tras.  This included my full Garmin G3X suite (three screens 
plus a G5).  I decided to figure out the electrical and avionics 
wiring myself (with help from another RV-10 builder who 
provided his design).  This turned into a much bigger project 
than I expected but I'm glad I took it on.  That said, if I build 
an RV-4, I'll be ordering the panel from Stein Air (where I 
bought most of my avionics for my -10). 
 
I did a rather expedited build starting in October of 2020.  I 
decided to solicit the aid of Loyd Remus and son who have 
aided dozens of RV builders out of their hangar in Colorado 
Springs.  Leaving home and family I moved out to Colorado 
to begin the ultimate full-time RV building experience.   I did 
80% of the work myself and they helped/contributed the other 
20% (I went with QB wings and QB fuselage).  I can’t express 
how glad I am to have guys to ask questions/get advice and to 
have access to every tool one could possibly need.   
 
Excluding heading home for the holidays, I worked 11-12 
hours a day, seven days a week (127 working days over a 145-
day period which excludes about 400 hours of labor on the 
panel before I started the tail section and the time I spent in-
ventorying all of the parts).  
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All told I came in at around 2,100 hours of build time.  This 
was not your typical build schedule, but since I was paying 
rent and away from my family, I choose to work all the 
time.  And while expedited, I really did enjoy the building pro-
cess and I am already thinking about building an RV-4 in a 
couple years. 
 

 
 

 
My first flight was an interesting experience, there were some 
nerves and trepidation.   I mean, what if I didn’t properly at-
tach any of the dozens of bolts/jam nuts on the control sur-
faces? What if the engine failed? What if the trim was off? 
What if, what if, what if.  But thankfully after rotation it was 
clear that the plane was trimmed perfectly and the control sur-
faces were extremely well balanced.  I made a few laps around 
the pattern with an RV-4 trailing me to look for any fluid leaks 
or any other concerns. Soon it was time to land, all I can say is 
the RV-10 is incredibly easy to land with my first landing (and 
first landing ever in a RV-10) was a greaser.. 
 
More about my build - I designed and wired the Garmin G3X 
panel and electrical system (dual battery/dual alternator) my-
self which was around 500 hours of labor.  I’m glad I did but it 
was a ton more work than I realized going into it.  Another 
surprise was the amount of fiberglass work.  I have the Aero-
sport panel/overhead console.  The flox/micro to smooth out 
the overhead console to the cabin top, installing the cabin top, 
mounting sun visors, installing the windows, and installing the 
doors/door seals, engine cowling, and fairings were over 16% 
of the build time.  Another big add-on was installing extended 
range fuel tanks (I ended up with 14 additional gallons of fuel 
in the tip tanks). I installed a new Thunderbolt Lycoming IO-
540 spinning a two bladed Hartzell prop.  If anyone is inter-
ested in the full build, I blogged every day which can be found 
at http://www.strikhedonia.com. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Four months later….. January 2021 

The start…..  September 2020 

Ready to fly!! FAA inspector and Chris– February 27, 
2021 

Gotta start somewhere….. September 2020 
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It’s never too cold….. 
 

-Pete Howell 
 
 
Andi and I attended a frozen lake 
fly-in up at McGregor/Jackson Sea-
plane Base a few weeks ago.  Fun 
approach and landing to a frozen, 
plowed runway - then some 
friendly people and tasty BBQ.   It 
was really cold, but worth the trip 
for the first fly-in of the year! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Ed note:  Pete just logged 2400 hours on his RV-9A!  His first 
flight was October 29, 2006 and in the last 14 ½ years he and 
Andi have crisscrossed the country on many memorable vaca-
tions.  Most of his flying has been on mogas and running lean 
of peak and he is confident in running his 0-320 past TBO.  
You can read more about his latest trip to visit his mom in  

 
South Bend here on Van’s Air Force:  https://vansair-
force.net/community/showthread.php?t=193292 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Winter Flying Lessons 
 

-Bernie Weiss 
 
 
It seems every day I learn something new 
about flying and airplanes and this winter I 
have learned a couple of interesting 
maintenance tips that I wanted to pass on.  
My RV9 is in its 7th year and has been rela-
tively maintenance free.  I am fortunate to 
get a bit more than 100 hours a year and 
during the conditional inspection I splurge 
and replace all my automotive spark plugs.   
 
During a flight in January of this year all seemed normal as I 
started and taxied out for departure.  The check list was almost 
complete with only the run 
up to go (I always wait for 
100 F for the oil temp). 
Left E-mag was fine, right 
E-mag ran rough. A quick 
check of the temperatures 
showed cylinder number 1 
cold on the right E-mag.  I 
leaned aggressively think-
ing it was a piece of lead.  
Nothing.  Back to the 
hangar thinking it was a 
loose spark plug wire.  
 
Back at the hangar I un-cowled and checked the connections: 
all secure.  The next step was to pull the plug and take a look.  
Sure enough there was a lead bridge across the gap shorting 
out the plug.  I replaced the plug.  Then I asked Pete Howell, 

October 2006, initial test flight of N789PH – a far younger 
test pilot in the left seat. 
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my wise hangar partner and he said that during the winter it is 
critical to lean aggressively while on the ground to prevent 
lead build up.  Good advice for all of us.   
 
My second lesson this month was discovered during preflight 
in the hangar.  When checking the wheel pants, I noticed a bit 

of snow between the tire 
and the pant so I put my 
finger in the space to 
pull out the snow and re-
alized that there was 
more than a little.  Out 
came the tools and off  
with the wheel pant 
front.  Wow, it was 
packed with snow.   
 
The photo gives a look 
at the amount that got 
caught.  I was taught 
long ago to expect 
snow to accumulate and 
to try and stay off of 
taxiways with the white 

stuff.  Apparently even the cold temperatures that we have had 
was not enough to pack the snow hard enough so that it would 
not accumulate like it did. If I had departed and the snow had 
frozen solid, I would have had a really “interesting” landing.   
Beware. 
 
Both of these items are common sense and we are all aware of 
them, but it is good to be reminded.  Happy flying.   
 

 
Use your checklist! 

 
- Mike Bauer from Vans Air Force 

 
 

 
 
Sept 14, 2019 was a very nice day here in Kenai, Alaska. 
Temp was mid 60's, a great day for washing and waxing the 
RV6 before winter sets in. 

A full day was spent at the tie-down. Finally finishing up 
around 1830 hours decided to take a short flight as it was still 
in the 60 deg F range.  Just washed and waxed, so had a great 
pre-flight completed for the controls/skins. 
 
After moving my vehicle to the parking area, walked back and 
did a "quick" pre-flight, just in case. 
 
Feeling a little tired, decided it would be a short flight. After 
attaching myself to the RV using my seatbelt/shoulder har-
ness, grabbed the checklist and read through it.  Did not verify 
a couple of items, just read through the list......Was tired and 
wanting to fly, but ready to go home as well. Once again veri-
fied this would be a short flight, conditions were as perfect as 
you can get in Alaska this time of year, so let’s get moving! 
 
Called Ground and received taxi instructions. Run up and time 
to take the active. Tower cleared me for takeoff and away I 
went. 
 
Smooth air no bumps, what a great day for flying. No clouds 
the view was excellent. Now where to go?  Flew North to-
wards Nikiski where my home is, then decided to fly over and 
see if a friend was having a barbecue. Sure enough, a couple 
of friends were parked in his driveway, decided to get some 
speed up for a fly by. 
 
A slight descent and soon was doing 200mph. BANG!   
 
At first, I thought the RV had exploded! Wind noise was pre-
sent, just sat there thinking the plane was finished, it was very 
violent experience.  As the senses came back realized the can-
opy was open. How did that happen?  The RV was trying to 
dive rather abruptly. Applied normal back pressure on the ele-
vator to correct. There was no pressure on the elevator, it did 
not work. That sensation created the urge to pull the stick all 
the way back "FAST". 
 
While this was happening decided I had better make a call to 
the Kenai Tower and explain what was happening, loss of ele-
vator effectiveness. Left finger on the push to talk, right hand 
reducing power.  Tower replied and cleared me to return to 
any runway.  I remember looking at the airspeed while in the 
nose tuck, it was extremely close to redline.  
 
Approx. 2/3 of elevator pulled and the RV leveled and then 
started a climb. Once leveled I reached up with my right hand 
and grabbed the d-latch for the roll bar and pulled like crazy, it 
came way down and the elevator came back with a rush. 
 
Now established in a climb, was able to almost close and re-
latch the roll bar handle. As the airspeed dropped below 
140mph, got the roll bar latch to close.  Now time to get 
scared. Looking around it was very obvious to see why the 
canopy opened. 
 
Reading the checklist and not verifying that the side latch was 
closed, caused a very sobering lesson.  Pay Attention to the 
checklist!  Being tired, fat dumb and happy is not a very good 
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reason for reading a checklist and not checking physically 
what you are reading. 
 
Good thing I had plenty of altitude for the flyby, main reason 
why was able to spend precious seconds wondering what had 
happened, during the nose tuck.  Was caught flat footed, head 
not in the airplane.  
 
Interesting thing, I could hear each of the several instructors, 
from years past, who admonished to keep flying the airplane.  
Boy did I get my head back into flying quickly, as everything 
was going downhill! 
 
Rather embarrassed, when arriving at the runway with fire 
trucks and ambulance waiting for me. Even after calling to let 
them know the canopy was closed. The ambulance followed 
me to parking, after a short conversation all was good.  
 
A week later received a call from the FAA located in Juneau. 
Not much to talk about, the caller said he had investigated a 
couple of fatal RV canopy open accidents, and was very happy 
to be able to talk with me.  One thing, I was not able to latch 
the side lock. It just wouldn't close in flight, flew back at 80kts 
to ensure the roll bar stayed shut. Actually, held it closed most 
of the way back! 
 
Performing a post flight inspection, the struts were bent a lit-
tle. No, problem as I have new ones ready for installation.  Af-
ter an evening thinking about what had happened, decided to 
go back and do a very through post flight. The last I looked 
the airspeed was near redline, not sure if RV reached it, so de-
cided to check everything with a flashlight and magnifying 
lens. 
 
Besides the struts, found out that it warped the front edge of 
the aluminum canopy frame. Popped paint loose on the can-
opy frame, it was catching on the fuselage lip where the can-
opy rubber seal is. Using a screwdriver to re-shape the alumi-
num fixed the issue. 
 
Been up several times since then. Each time before taking the 
active, verified that the yellow ball is LOCKED! 
 

 
Respect that prop!! 

 
- by Jared Rabren 

 
If you’re like me, the sheer volume of aviation safety infor-
mation out there is downright daunting. There’s FAA publica-
tions, manufacturers’ recommendations, our own unique expe-
riences and the ever present, unsolicited free advice every pi-
lot loves to dole out. Today I have some of that free advice to 
share. Take a good long look at that picture. I’m relieved to 
say no one was hurt in the process of converting one genuine 
RV-6 into the smoldering pile you see below, but I’d much ra-
ther be writing about a close call than an accident. So, let’s 
talk about what happened. 
 

Let me preface this involuntary learning experience by say-
ing this is not my airplane. I am not its owner nor was I ini-
tially involved in the accident. I am the manager of the airport 
it occurred at, who received the phone call every airport man-
ager dreads: “there’s been an accident and the fire department 
is on the way.” 
 
Details were sparse over the phone. The owner called me in a 
panic: the aircraft engine had started while he was performing 
a preflight, it sped off out of his hanger and into the hangar 
across the way. The aircraft and the hangar were on fire and he 
had already called 911. As he was explaining the situation, the 
fire chief called to ask if I was aware of what was happening. 
A slew of phone calls between the police, the fire department, 
city hall and the aircraft owner ensued. In less than 20 minutes 
from the first call, the aircraft burned beyond saving and the 
fire department managed to put out the blaze. 
 
This happened Saturday. If you’re not in Mississippi currently, 
let me identify our first contributing factor; it’s been raining. 
Nonstop. For two months. Saturday was one of two days so far 
in the month of February the forecast included clear skies and 
favorable weather. However, the temperature the following 
night was well below freezing. If you’re a believer in the 
PAVE model like I am, add one point to the enVironment col-
umn or External Pressures, dealer’s choice. In addition, the 
aircraft had been sitting for around a month. As a savvy air-
craft owner, the pilot elected to arrive earlier than necessary to 
allow himself plenty of time to do a proper preflight. One 
point to the owner. As he worked his way down the checklist, 
one seemingly innocuous item listed was to check the parking 
brake was set. I’ll be the first to admit I frequently don’t use 
the parking brake. Our owner, however, is smarter than me 
and followed his checklist. Point two for our hero. Now here’s 
where it gets hairy. 
 
If you read and follow the engine manufacturer’s recommen-
dations, (as we all do, right? Right?) you are probably familiar 
with what I am about to describe. Below a certain temperature 
or after long periods of inactivity, it is recommended to manu-
ally turn the propeller by hand, often referred to as pulling the 
prop through. If you’re like me, you’ve done this procedure 
what seems like a million times. You’re comfortable with it; it 
doesn’t give you the heebeegeebees to be in the prop arc. De-
spite following his checklist - which included ensuring all 
power was off, mags off, fuel off - in less than half a rotation 
the engine started. And in only a few seconds with only the 
fuel still in the lines, the aircraft not only started, but managed 
to travel several yards, slam into another hangar and proceed 
to burn to the ground. 
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Remember that parking brake I mentioned? The reason I got a 
phone call from the aircraft owner and not the police depart-
ment is because the parking brake was set. Being a high horse-
power aircraft with relatively little weight behind it, the park-
ing brake didn’t hold it long, but the two or three seconds it 
did was enough for the owner to jump out of the way. I won’t 
elaborate more than that but to say it could have been a very 
different phone call. 
 
So, what could he have done differently? It’s easy to pick 
apart accidents from the comfort of our chairs, as we most of-
ten do in the training environment. But this one is a little 
tricky. He followed his checklist to the letter. He followed the 
recommended procedures from the manufacturer. For all in-
tents and purposes, a simple mechanical failure, an un-
grounded magneto, caused a lot of heartache (and headache) 
for everyone involved. That brings me back around to the 
daunting pile of safety data I mentioned at the beginning. 
Where in the PAVE model, the Swiss Cheese model, or any 
other of the endless safety memory aids would this have 
fallen. The simple answer is it wouldn’t have. Perhaps a set of 
chocks might have stopped the airplane from rolling. Or 
maybe it would have simply spun in place in its own hangar 
and caught fire inside. Perhaps pulling the plane out prior to 
preflight means it would have missed its neighboring hangar. 
Or maybe it would have taken off and landed in someone's 
back yard (or worse.) The fact is this boils down to solid train-
ing, plain and simple. Despite the loss of the aircraft, the 
owner treated the prop arc with the respect it deserves, han-
dled the situation with a cool head, and for his trouble he gets 
to fly another day. 
 
If I might make a suggestion (here comes that free advice no-
body asked for), I have one more safety aid to add to your rep-
ertoire. I am willing to bet that this group, more than most, is 
familiar with firearm safety. We’re probably all familiar with 
the three (or four, or eight) rules of firearms, but it’s the first 
one I am particularly interested in. Treat every weapon as if it 
were loaded. Your aircraft is a loaded gun. It can be a lot of 
fun, it can be a useful tool, but it can kill you just as quickly. 
You must always, no matter how inconvenient it may seem, 

no matter how casual the setting and no matter how comfort-
able you become with handling it, always treat your aircraft 
with the respect it demands. Your airplane is always loaded, 
make sure you’re in control next time it goes off. 
 
 
Edit: I initially wrote that a grounded magneto caused the inci-
dent. This is incorrect, it was in-fact an ungrounded magneto. 
hanks for the correction! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 


